
KURIHAMA FLOWER WORLD 
 
Kurihama Flower world is a fun family activity that is perfect for a picnic or a day outing.  Flower World 
is a seasonal flower park.  It is filled with poppies in spring, and cosmos in fall.  There is even a Herb 
Garden for those who have a green thumb or enjoy gardening.  Adventure land is a huge playground for 
children with lots of slides.  The only admission fee is for the Herb Garden (Adults=￥500, Children=
￥200).  There are two restaurants inside the park.  Hours: 0900 – 1800 
 
 HOW TO GET THERE 

BY TRAIN 
From Yokosuka Chuo: 

1. Go to YOKOSUKA CHUO横須賀中央station and buy a ￥190 ticket for KEIKYU KURIHAMA
京急久里浜.   

2. Take GREEN or RED KANJI train from track # 1 bound for KURIHAMA/MIURAKAIGAN.  
NOTE:  If you take a BLACK KANJI TRAIN〈 you need to change to a GREEN or RED KANJI train at 
HORINOUCHI Station.   

3. Get off at KEIKYU KURIHAMA.  After going through the wicket, go left for EAST EXIT 東口
toward the bus terminal for Kurihama Harbor.    

4. Walk to the stoplight, go across the street and then go right following the sidewalk.  Next 
stoplight, turn left and walk straight.  Go across Rt.134 for about 200m and make right turn at the 
park on right side and follow the road to the end. 

 
From Ikego: 

1. Go to JIMMUJI 神武寺station and buy a ￥270 ticket for KEIKYU KURIHAMA京急久里浜.   
2. Take a train from track #2 to KANAZAWA HAKKEI 金沢八景 and change to RED or BLACK 

KANJI train bound for KURIHAMA/MIURAKAIGAN.   
NOTE:  If you take a RED KANJI TRAIN〈 keep riding on RED train until you reach KEIKYU 
KURIHAMA station.  If you take a BLACK KANJI TRAIN〈 you need to change to GREEN or RED 
KANJI train at YOKOSUKA CHUO.   
      3. Continue as above #3.   
 
BY CAR  (PARKING: 8:00am ~ 5:pm, ￥600) 
From Yokosuka: 

1. Turn left on RT.16 from the main gate.  Follow the main route, stay in the right hand lane until 
you reach the intersection with Rt.134 at Red Lobster and Daikuma.   

2. Turn right on Rt.134 and follow the road past the split for Rt.27 approximately 3km.  Then you’ll 
be driving beside Hirasakugawa River.  You’ll go under one train track.   

3. Then turn right at the 2nd intersection after the train track.  After turning right, turn left at the 2nd 
stoplight.  Then turn right at the 2nd stoplight.  Parking area is on the right near the entrance. 

 
From Ikego: 
Drive to YOKOSUKA NAVAL BASE and follow the directions above. 
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